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This webinar was about access and market considerations of human insulin in LMICs. Dr David 
Beran from the University of Geneva summarized findings from the ongoing ACCISS1 study 
commissioned by the NGO “Health Action International” (HAI). 
 
Insulin is a unique medicinal product in the global health space. Discovered 100 years ago, 
access is still poor even in high-income countries, while certainly for Type 1 diabetes patients 
access is a matter of life and death. It is injectable and, in contrast to most generic medicines, 
there are considerable manufacturing challenges since it is a biological. Globally only 1 in every 
2 diabetes patients has access; in Africa this ratio is only 1 in 7.   
The global market is dominated by three multinational companies (MNCs) that captured 99% 
of the global market by value; 96% by volume and 88% by registration. There are 39 smaller 
manufacturers of which 23 supply to one country only. Just 10 of these 39 control the entire 
production value chain. In some cases, small manufacturers need to buy the insulin crystals 
from MNCs decreasing independence.  
Increasingly, synthetic human insulin is being replaced by analogue (longer acting) insulin in 
High Income Countries (HICs), to a lesser extend also in LMICs. Interestingly, this replacement 
seems to be commercially driven as it is not (yet) supported by scientific evidence of its 
advantages. Therefore, until today, WHO does not recommend the analogues. One could 
argue that from a public health perspective human insulin is to be preferred, since the 
apparent “disconnect” between evidence and market penetration has a high impact on the 
price. Prices for analogues are substantially higher than for human insulin. A study at country 
level (Turkestan) showed that with the same budget 11.000 more patients can be treated 
when human insulin is used instead of an analogue insulin.  

 
1 ACCISS: Addressing the Constraint and Challenges of Insulin Sources and Supply : http://haiweb.org/what-
we-do/acciss/ 
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Barriers to market expansion:  while there is no patent issue for human insulin nor for the 
analogues, patents on delivery devices are becoming a challenge. More importantly, a visit to 
6 biosimilar manufacturers LMICs (China, India, Poland, Mexico, Russia) revealed several 
barriers: income (including local market size), ownership of the entire production value chain, 
price competition with the 3 MNCs, low biosimilar awareness and the human versus analogue 
insulin “disconnect”.   
Topics addressed in the Q&A session:   
• Stakeholders position towards interchangeability? Often there is only one option available 

or there is a lack of expertise; it is also a difficult issue in HICs.  
• Are MNCs providing licences to LMIC manufacturers? Probably quite rare. Some countries 

(e.g. Russia) have a policy of local production, so MNC’s have a plant there.  
• Should a LMIC manufacturer invest in human insulin or in an analogue? From a 

manufacturer’s perspective analogues are attractive as more profit is to be expected, 
although human insulin works equally as well but is more affordable to the health system. 
Dr Beran mentioned two factors to consider when assessing the potential and future for 
human insulin: 1) the volume of global market is expected to rise substantially due to the 
increase in Type 2 incidence and 2) as long as your product is released by a Stringent 
National Authority, the HIC market is also open to LMIC manufacturers. So, it is all about 
volume: in a very large market one can still make a decent profit.  

 
The webinar was moderated by Maureen Dennehy and attended by about 15 participants. 
The presentation will be available on EBPMN’s website. Dr Beran remains available for any 
follow-up questions or comments.  
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